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12/3/72 A special note of thanks for the great thoughtfulness of putting the BE/SU clio- C 5 19 
in chron order. Even if that is the order in which you clipped, it took abit of extra 

I-ktOw you don't have and I do appreciate. I'd taken a walk for the first recent morning,it 35, 
tired me, .141 was washing her hair, so I decided to do this, combining with my own that, 
fortunately, were in sequence. They merged easily. There just is no space here (in 5-1- acres 
yet!) to spread anything. out. Everything is overspread already. Even the tops of filing 
cabinets. I have a card table in the small office for preparing master for offset (aka 
optimism), so there is no room in the office even for a nice little rocker I  have. Except 

in a corner for further stacking. There is a corner doorway, so behind it, because the door 
opens at an angle anyway, 1 have a 15" file cabinet that, used sideways, give me the equivalent 
of a legal-sized file cabinet. The answer here is often unreal: clip and file daily, lettng 
other things go. If I don t or can't, the filo stays out of order until used...Interesting 
situation on all-news stations just noted while listening as I write. WTOP has just aired 
part of an interview -Jith the ifresident of Howard U. I heard the same thing, longer, from 
WBBIA, Uhicago, last night, about 11:50 and again from it about 5:50 a.m. There seems to be 
a number of services, Westinghouse for one, providing tapes by wire...Me're celebrating your 
first full day of freedom with a SF or NO December. At a little after 11 a.m. it in 50 with 
a bright sun, yet there is snow on the ground. Remember those days? When you even saw snow? 
Reminds me that every time he sees me Sciambra says he has to come up when there is snow 
on the ground. he in graying but has never seen it. Ile wongt fly...If I haven t told you, 
the Ray habeas corpus is to be filed tomorrow. Bud and iim are on a 7:45 plane. The only 
way Jim will make it is to not go to bed! I'll have some copies if you want, about 100 pp. 
I've arranged with two who have to copy and return to me for further use. If much is from 
F-U, there also is much the t is not. It will not include exhibits, which couldn,t be 

copied except for court and work use. I have an incomplete set, supposed to be completed, 
if you should later want any one. 5M hasn't gotten paper here YET. I've phoned thrice past 
week. Have you ever seen one of their commercials!!! Best, 

DEC 5 191Z 

New Rules of Evidence: the Newhouse story you sent me makes more explicit than any other 
that their purpose is not facilitating the establisidng of truth, regardless of what may 
have been in Jenner's mind, but furthering repression. They limit or eliminate mi certaim 
uonstitutional rights, eliminate entirely the protections of basic laws and decisions, and 
will be ruled upon by the court that gave this approval or one farther to the right, more 
dedicated to reaction than this one. You seek truth by making examination of a police fink 
impossible and persecuting reporters? By eliminating the protection of preventing a (perhaps 
vindictive) spouse from testifying against the mate? Now a criminalhas to be a nut to seek a 
cure from a psychologist, for there is no privelege. Help society? Even the justifications 
are senseless, like encouraging drug users to consult therapists and taking the priveleged Is-- 
nature of that consultation away. H Lesar is supposed to de getting me the full text. 
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Freep 1%/3/72  Local Amer. Nazis claim Republicans Paid them" interesting but there are moissions 
in creep journalistic enterprise ranging from not nothing two different sets of writing on the 
check reproduced to identification of "the boys from El ilonte", who need not be Nazis and I 
know some there who are nazis if not Nazis and capable of anything. It is a suburb/part ood 
In general, were this an  official GOP thing it would be entirely consistent with the unhidden 
higtpry of the past the .ems never exploited. In the "x1R rot-election campaigns, this first 
I'm sure, the GOP had on the Nat Com payroll a number of fascists. I gavel much of this away 
ana some of it got used. I think I have more in old oak file cabinets, authentic antiques I do 
not dare open until I have spare cabinets for transfer. When Black was a Senator he chaired 
an investigation which came close to native nazis and did not overlook the farright extreme and 
tied it to the GOP control. Racist as hell. Thanks, EW 
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